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Abstract

The magnetic susceptibility χ of FeTex compounds (x ≃ 1.0) was studied under hydrostatic

pressure up to 2 kbar at fixed temperatures of 55, 78 and 300 K. Measurements were taken both

for polycrystalline and single crystalline samples. At ambient pressure, with decreasing

temperature a drastic drop in χ(T ) was confirmed at T ≃ 70 K, which appears to be closely

related to antiferromagnetic ordering. The obtained results have revealed a puzzling growth of

susceptibility under pressure, and this effect is enhanced by lowering the temperature. To shed

light on the pressure effects in the magnetic properties of FeTe, ab initio calculations of its

volume dependent band structure and the exchange enhanced paramagnetic susceptibility were

performed within the local spin density approximation.

1. Introduction

The recently discovered superconducting FeSe1−x Tex com-

pounds [1–5] have attracted extensive attention due to the

simplest crystal structure among the new families of iron-based

layered compounds exhibiting high temperature superconduc-

tivity. This structural simplicity favors experimental and

theoretical studies of chemical substitution and high pressure

effects, which are aimed at promoting a better understanding

of a mechanism of the superconductivity, and also at tuning

properties of the novel superconducting materials.

For the FeSe1−xTex family, a noticeable increase of the

superconducting transition temperature with x was found, from

Tc ∼ 8 K at x = 0 to a maximum value of ∼15 K at x ≃ 0.5.

Additionally, a large enhancement of Tc up to 35–37 K was

observed in FeSe under high pressures [6–8]. Similar pressure

effects on Tc have been also reported for FeSe0.5Te0.5 [9].

The parent compound FeTe is not superconducting but

exhibits peculiar magnetic properties. A drastic drop in

the temperature dependence of its magnetic susceptibility

χ(T ) with decreasing temperature was observed at T ≃

70 K, which is related to a first-order structural phase

transition accompanied by the onset of antiferromagnetic

(AFM) order [10, 11]. Below the phase transition, the magnetic

and crystal structure depends on the amount of excess iron

in Fe1+x Te alloys, which possess the same tetragonal crystal

structure at room temperature. For nearly stoichiometric

FeTe compounds, at low temperatures a distorted monoclinic

structure and a commensurate in-ab-plane AFM ordering were

observed [10, 11]. At present, the origin of the strong

correlation between the structural and magnetic transitions

in Fe1+xTe is not yet clear. On the one hand, it has been

argued [10] that the major contribution to the entropy change

at the transition(s) can be provided by the AFM ordering. This

favors the view that the transition is driven by magnetism. An

opposite conclusion was however put forward in [12] based on

the analysis of the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic transition taking

place in the related FeSe compound, which does not exhibit any

magnetic order.

Based on the assumption that the suppression of the

structural and magnetic transitions stimulates the emergence

of superconductivity, attempts have been made to find

superconductivity in FeTe by applying high pressure [13–15].

However, no trace of superconductivity was detected at
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Figure 1. Magnetization at T = 5 K of FeTe single crystal (H ‖ c)
and FeTe0.95 polycrystalline sample. Inset: the low field data on an
expanded scale (see text for details).

pressures up to 190 kbar in electrical resistivity measurements,

although an anomaly in the resistivity at the structural

transition shifted toward lower temperatures with increasing

pressure. A similar shift of the magnetic peculiarity with

the initial rate of about −0.5 K kbar−1 was found in the

magnetization study under high pressure [15], where a

puzzling increase of magnetization with pressure was also

observed.

Contrary to the unsuccessful attempts to obtain the

superconducting phase under high hydrostatic pressure,

superconductivity at about 13 K was detected in FeTe

by applying tensile stress conditions in thin films of the

compound, which involve an in-plane extension and out-of-

plane contraction of the lattice [16]. These experimental

data strongly indicate that electronic properties of the FeTe

compound are closely correlated with its crystal structure

parameters. Further studies of these correlations are

expected to shed more light on the nature of magnetism

and induced superconductivity in FeTe and on the origin

of its magnetic and structural transitions, which are not yet

understood [10, 17, 18].

In the present work we report on hydrostatic pressure

effects on the magnetic susceptibility of FeTe in its

paramagnetic (PM) and AFM states. The obtained results are

analyzed using ab initio calculations of the volume dependent

band structure and the exchange enhanced PM susceptibility of

FeTe, which were performed within density functional theory.

2. Experimental details and results

Polycrystalline FeTe0.95 was prepared by conventional solid

state synthesis and the FeTe single crystal was grown by a

slow-cooling self-flux method [19]. The phase content of the

samples was checked by the x-ray diffraction technique.

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility for
FeTe single crystal and FeTe0.95 polycrystalline sample.

To check the samples for the presence of ferromagnetic

(FM) impurities, which are usually observed in FeSe1−x Tex

compounds and can mask their intrinsic magnetic proper-

ties [3, 20, 21], measurements of DC magnetization M were

carried out at T = 5 K with magnetic field H up to 50 kOe

using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)

magnetometer. As is seen in figure 1, the M(H ) dependence

for the FeTe single crystal (solid line) is quite linear, indicating

that the concentration of FM impurities in the sample is

negligibly small. For the polycrystalline sample FeTe0.95, a

nonlinearity of the M(H ) dependence is detected in the low

field region (see the inset in figure 1) and a linear behavior

prevails at H � 5 kOe. The FM saturation moment estimated

by linear extrapolation to zero-magnetic field is about ms =

5 emu mol−1.

In figure 2 the temperature dependences of the magnetic

susceptibility χ(T ), measured in a magnetic field of H =

30 kOe, are shown for the FeTe single crystal (H ‖ c) and

for polycrystalline FeTe0.95. Here the data for FeTe0.95 were

corrected for ferromagnetic impurities by subtracting from

the measured magnetic moment M(T ) the saturation moment

ms, which is assumed to be weakly dependent on T up to

the room temperature [21]. As is seen, χ(T ) exhibits an

anomaly at T ≃ 70, which is in agreement with the literature

data [20, 22–25] and apparently related to the magnetic and

structural transitions. In the PM state the observed χ(T )

behavior is close to the Curie–Weiss law:

χ(T ) ≃ C/(T − �), (1)

and the values of the PM Curie temperature � ≃ −240 K

and Curie constant C ≃ 1.7 K emu mol−1 (µeff ≃ 3.7 µB/Fe)

were estimated for FeTe.

A study of the magnetic susceptibility under helium gas

pressure P up to 2 kbar was performed at fixed temperatures

(55, 78 and 300 K) using a pendulum-type magnetometer
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Figure 3. Pressure dependence of the magnetic susceptibility,
normalized to its value at P = 0, for single crystalline FeTe (solid
line) and polycrystalline FeTe0.95 (dashed line) compounds at
different temperatures.

placed directly in the nonmagnetic pressure cell [26]. The

measurements were carried out in a magnetic field H =

17 kOe and their relative errors did not exceed 0.05%.

Polycrystalline FeTe0.95 and single crystalline FeTe studied

under pressure had a mass of about 170 and 110 mg,

respectively. For the single crystalline FeTe, the magnetic field

was applied along the tetragonal c axis.

The experimental pressure dependences χ(P) at different

temperatures are shown in figure 3, which demonstrates its

size and its linear character. For each temperature and studied

sample, the resultant values of pressure derivative d ln χ/dP

are given in table 1 together with the corresponding values

of χ at ambient pressure. Although there is some difference

in value of χ for the samples, their values of the pressure

effect at different temperatures are in reasonable agreement.

It should be noted that by using the experimental data on

d ln χ/dP for FeTe in the PM state at T = 78 and 300 K, the

pressure derivative of the PM Curie temperature was estimated

by means of the following equation (which is derived from

equation (1)):

d ln χ

dP
=

d ln C

dP
+

1

(T − �)

d�

dP
≃

χ

C

d�

dP
(2)

to be d�/dP ∼ 7 K kbar−1. This fact reveals a strong pressure

dependence of AFM interaction, which is manifested in the

high temperature tetragonal phase of FeTe.

3. Computational details and results

To gain further insight into the magnetic properties of

FeTe in the normal state, ab initio calculations of its

electronic structure and exchange enhanced PM susceptibility

are performed within density functional theory (DFT) and

Table 1. Magnetic susceptibility χ (in 10−3 emu mol−1) and its
pressure derivative d ln χ/dP (Mbar−1) at different temperatures for
polycrystalline FeTe0.95 and single crystalline FeTe compounds.

FeTe0.95 FeTe

χ 55 K 2.65 2.78
78 K 4.53 5.19

300 K 2.82 3.20

d ln χ

dP
55 K 28.4 ± 1.5 30 ± 1.5

78 K 23.8 ± 1.5 22.3 ± 1.5
300 K 14.4 ± 0.5 12.6 ± 0.5

the local spin density approximation (LSDA). At ambient

conditions FeTe(Se) possesses the tetragonal PbO-type crystal

structure (space group P4/nmm), which exhibits strong

two-dimensional features. The crystal lattice is composed

of alternating triple-layer slabs, which are stacked along

the c-axis. Each iron layer is sandwiched between two

nearest-neighbor chalcogen layers, which form edge-shared

tetrahedrons around the iron sites. The positions of Te (or Se)

sheets are fixed by the internal parameter Z X , which represents

the height of the chalcogen atoms above the iron square

plane. This parameter also determines the chalcogen–Fe bond

angles. It was shown [11, 10] that Fe1+yTe systems with

y � 0.1 exhibit a first-order phase transition near 70 K with

a tetragonal to monoclinic structural transition. The crystal

structure parameters of Fe1+yTe compounds were established

in a number of works by means of x-ray and neutron diffraction

studies [10, 11, 14, 24].

The previous ab initio calculations of the electronic

structure of the ‘11’-type iron-based chalcogenides were

predominantly related to studies of the AFM and SDW (spin-

density wave) ordering [27–33]. The aim of this work was

mainly to investigate the PM response in an external magnetic

field and its volume dependence, as well as to elucidate the

nature of the paramagnetism in the parent FeTe compound

belonging to the ‘11’ systems. Also, the structural transition

from tetragonal to monoclinic structure at 70 K was addressed.

Ab initio calculations of the FeTe electronic structure

were carried out by employing a full-potential all-electron

relativistic linear muffin-tin orbital method (FP-LMTO, code

RSPt [34, 35]). No shape approximations were imposed on

the charge density or potential, what is especially important

for the anisotropic layered crystal structures. The exchange–

correlation potential was treated within the LSDA [36] of the

DFT.

The calculated basic features of electronic structure for

FeTe are in qualitative agreement with the results of earlier

calculations (see e.g. [27]). In particular, the tetragonal FeTe

compound has the highest density of states at the Fermi level

N(EF) in the series of FeSe1−xTex alloys. With the calculated

values of N(EF) and the exchange interaction parameter I ,

the Stoner criterion I N(EF) � 1 is found to be fulfilled

for experimental values of the FeTe unit cell volume Vcell
∼=

90.9 Å
3

and internal parameter Z X
∼= 0.27 [10]. This

indicates that the PM phase of FeTe compound can be unstable

toward an FM state. The electronic structure of FeTe was also

calculated as a function of the unit cell volume and parameter
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Figure 4. Dependences of the density of states at the Fermi level for
FeTe on the unit cell volume at fixed values c/a = 1.64 [10] and
Z X = 0.25 (a) and on Z X at the fixed experimental unit cell
volume (b). The solid line is a guide for the eyes.

Z X . The results obtained for the density of states at the Fermi

level are shown in figure 4 which demonstrates an appreciable

dependence of N(EF) on the structural parameters, especially

on Z X .

In order to investigate the observed structural transition

from tetragonal to monoclinic structure at 70 K [10, 11] by

comparing ground state energies of different structures, the

dependences of the total energy on the unit cell volume E(V )

were calculated for both phases (see figure 5). The tetragonal

and monoclinic structures were both relaxed in the lattice

parameter a, whereas the lattice parameters Z X , c/a, b/a, and

the monoclinic angle β between a and c axes, were fixed to

their experimental ambient pressure values, which were taken

at the phase transition point [10]. The calculated dependences

(figure 5) were then fitted with the Murnaghan equation (see

e.g. [34]):

E(V ) = Ecoh +
BV0

B ′

(

(V0/V )B ′−1

B ′ − 1
+

V

V0

−
B ′

B ′ − 1

)

. (3)

Here Ecoh is the cohesive energy and is treated as an adjustable

parameter. Equation (3) is based on the assumption that the

pressure derivative B ′ of the bulk modulus B is constant,

and it has allowed us to evaluate the equilibrium volumes

Figure 5. Calculated total energy versus volume for FeTe in the
monoclinic (solid line) and tetragonal (dashed line) structures. The
equilibrium energy of the monoclinic phase is taken to be zero. The
lattice parameters Z X , c/a, b/a, and the monoclinic angle β between
the a and c axes, were fixed to their experimental ambient pressure
values at the phase transition point (from [10]).

Vtet = 86.5 Å
3

and Vmon = 86.8 Å
3

for the tetragonal

and monoclinic structures, correspondingly. Therefore our

calculations show that at the point of magnetic phase transition

the equilibrium volume of the PM monoclinic phase of FeTe

is slightly larger than that of the PM tetragonal phase. It

also should be noted that for the PM FeTe the calculated

minimum of the total energy for the monoclinic lattice is

somewhat lower than for the tetragonal lattice (about 3 ×

10−3 eV, see figure 5). This provides some indication that

monoclinic distortion can be energetically favorable for FeTe at

low temperatures. However, because of the small difference in

total energy between the monoclinic and tetragonal structures,

the magnetic ordering and lattice dynamical properties should

be taken into consideration to shed light on the nature of the

simultaneous phase transitions.

Though, according to equation (3), the estimated bulk

moduli for the tetragonal and monoclinic case appeared to be

rather small, Btet
∼= 0.70 Mbar and Bmon

∼= 0.80 Mbar, they are

substantially larger than the reported experimental values for

the related FeSe compound, Bexp ≃ 0.30 Mbar [6, 37, 38]. This

is probably related to the well known overbonding tendency

of the LSDA approach, and a better agreement between

the theoretical and experiment bulk moduli presumably can

be obtained by optimization of the lattice parameters and

internal ionic coordinates within the generalized gradient

approximation (GGA); see [34]. However, for further analysis

of the pressure effect on χ it seems more reliable to use the

experimental value of B .

To estimate the paramagnetic susceptibility of FeTe and

its pressure dependence, FP-LMTO-LSDA calculations of the

field-induced spin and orbital (Van Vleck) magnetic moments

were carried out within the approach described in [39].
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Figure 6. Calculated PM susceptibility of FeTe versus the unit cell
volume. Z X is taken to be 0.25, and the c/a ratio is fixed to the
experimental ambient pressure value (1.64, [10]). The arrows
indicate the theoretical (1) and experimental (2) volume values. The
solid line is a guide for the eye.

All relativistic effects, including spin–orbit coupling, were

incorporated, and the effect of an external magnetic field H was

taken into account self-consistently at each iteration by means

of the Zeeman term:

HZ = µBH · (2ŝ + l̂), (4)

which was incorporated in the original FP-LMTO Hamilto-

nian. Here H is the external magnetic field, µB the Bohr

magneton, ŝ and l̂ the spin and orbital angular momentum

operators, respectively. When the field-induced spin and

orbital magnetic moments are calculated, the corresponding

volume magnetization can be evaluated, and the ratio between

magnetization and field strength provides the susceptibility.

The results of the field-induced calculations also indicate

the instability of the PM state of FeTe toward an FM state,

which was predicted above within the Stoner approach for

the experimental lattice parameters. The convergence of the

self-consistent field-induced LSDA calculations was actually

achieved only for reduced values of the structural parameters,

the cell volume and Z X . In figure 6 the calculated total

magnetic susceptibility of FeTe is presented versus the unit

cell volume. This volume dependence was derived from the

field-induced magnetic moments, which were calculated in

the external field of 10 T providing the internal parameter

Z X is reduced by about 10% of its experimental value. The

calculated dependence of the magnetic susceptibility on Z X at

the fixed LSDA optimized ground state volume is shown in

figure 7.

As seen from figures 6 and 7, the calculated PM

susceptibility for FeTe, as well as the density of states at the

Fermi level (figure 4), both reveal a strong sensitivity to the

unit cell volume and, especially, to the Z X parameter. The

Figure 7. Calculated PM susceptibility of FeTe as a function of Z X

for the LSDA optimized (87 Å
3
) unit cell volume. The c/a ratio is

fixed to the experimental ambient pressure value (1.64, [10]). The
solid line is a guide for the eye.

calculated PM susceptibilities, being of the same order as the

experimental ones, should be considered as a crude estimate

which can be used to establish a trend for the effects of the

structural parameters on χ .

4. Discussion

In order to elucidate the main mechanism of the experimentally

observed strong increase of the magnetic susceptibility of FeTe

under pressure, we have attempted to analyze the pressure

effect in terms of the corresponding change of the volume and

Z X parameters by using the relation

d ln χ

dP
=

∂ ln χ

∂ ln V
×

d ln V

dP
+

∂ ln χ

∂ Z X

×
dZ X

dP
. (5)

The required values of the partial volume and Z X derivatives

of χ can be estimated from the results presented in figures 6

and 7, and were found to be approximately ∂ ln χ/∂ ln V ∼ 40

and ∂ ln χ/∂ Z X ∼ 350 for the values of χ ∼ (3–4) ×

10−3 emu mol−1, which are close to the experimental data.

Then the first term in equation (5) has a large negative value

of about −120 Mbar−1, provided we take for compressibility

of FeTe the value d ln V/dP ≃ −3 Mbar−1, which is reported

for the related FeSe compound [6, 37, 38]. When compared

to the experimental positive value of the pressure effect (see

table 1), this term does not appear to be the dominating one.

Hence one can assume that a change of Z X under pressure can

play a dominant role in equation (5), also taking into account

the calculated strong dependence of susceptibility on Z X (see

figure 7). In the absence of data on dZ X/dP for FeTe, we can

fit the experimental pressure effect d ln χ/dP ∼ 20 Mbar−1

for FeTe in the PM state by setting dZ X/dP = 0.40 Mbar−1,

which provides a large positive value of the second term in

5
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Figure 8. Experimental data on pressure dependence of Z X in FeSe
for the tetragonal phase at T = 190 K (•) and the orthorhombic
phase at T = 50 K (△) from [37] and for the orthorhombic phase at
T = 16 K (◦) from [8]. The dashed line corresponds to Z X (P)

dependence which provides the best fit of equation (5) to the
experimental data for FeTe.

equation (5), ∂ ln χ/∂ Z X ×dZ X/dP ≃ 140 Mbar−1. Actually,

the above choice of the dZ X/dP derivative is consistent with

the available experimental data on the pressure dependence of

the Z X parameter for the related FeSe compound, as is seen in

figure 8.

It should be noted that the observed large positive pressure

effect on χ was reasonably explained above relying on the

results of ab initio calculations for the PM spin susceptibility

and the density of electronic states (figures 4, 6 and 7).

Thus the obtained description of the experimental data within

equation (5) is based on the assumed itinerant nature of the

magnetic susceptibility in FeTe. It may be suggested that the

positive pressure effect on χ is caused by a peculiar behavior

of the density of states at the Fermi level under pressure,

presumably due to its apparent sensitivity to the structural

parameters, particularly to the internal parameter Z X .

The measured pressure derivative of the magnetic

susceptibility d ln χ/dP can be used to evaluate the

spontaneous volume change in FeTe due to the AFM ordering,

�V/V ≡ ωm , which is related to the mean-square magnetic

moment M2(T ) (see [40] and references therein):

ωm(T ) =
C

B
M2(T ). (6)

Here B is the bulk modulus, C the magnetoelastic coupling

constant. The latter can be determined in the context of

a band theory of magnetism within the phenomenological

relation [40, 41]

C

B
= −

1

2χVm

d ln χ

dP
, (7)

where χ and Vm are the molar susceptibility and volume,

respectively. By using in equation (7) the experimental values

of χ and d ln χ/dP from table 1 and Vm ≃ 27.3 cm3 [18],

we estimated the magnetoelastic constant for FeTe in the AFM

state to be

C

B
= −(1.8 ± 0.3) × 10−10 (emu/mol)−2. (8)

Using equation (6) and substituting the experimental value of

the magnetic moment (M(0) ∼ 2 µB/Fe [10, 11]) and the

above C/B value, provides the volume change in FeTe at the

AFM transition to be ωm(0) ∼ −0.02.

At first glance, it would seem that this estimate

is qualitatively consistent with the experimental value

ωm(0) ≃ −0.01, which results from the thermal expansion

measurements for Fe1.06Te [42]. However, the validity of this

comparison is questionable because of the coexistence of the

AFM ordering with the structural phase transition. Moreover,

the thermal expansion data of [42] contradict the results of

structural studies that show no detectable change in volume

during the transition [10, 11, 18]. Up to now, there is no

experimental evidence of the magnetovolume effect ωm(0),

which, in fact, can be hidden due to a close interplay of the

AFM ordering and the structural phase transition. Based upon

the results of our ab initio calculations we can suggest that the

low temperature monoclinic phase might have a larger volume

in the absence of magnetic ordering. When FeTe undergoes

a transition to the AFM state, this transition is presumably

accompanied by volume contraction of the monoclinic phase.

This would explain the absence of detectable change in the

volume during the AFM transition [10, 11, 18]. Then, due

to the application of pressure, a structural transition from the

monoclinic phase with a larger volume to the tetragonal phase

with a smaller volume would be expected to be shifted to

lower temperatures. This prediction is in accordance with the

experimental behavior of the peculiarity around 70 K under

pressure.

5. Conclusions

For polycrystalline and single crystalline FeTex compounds

with x ≃ 1 the precision measurements of magnetic

susceptibility were carried out under hydrostatic pressure at

temperatures both above and below the transition point. The

strong positive pressure effect on χ was revealed which

qualitatively does not depend on the magnetic state of the

sample. The estimated spontaneous change in volume at the

AFM ordering is shown to be about 2% and presumably hidden

from direct detection because of the close interplay of the

magnetic and structural phase transitions.

Ab initio FP-LMTO-LSDA calculations of the electronic

structure and PM contributions to the susceptibility of FeTe

revealed that this system is close to magnetic instability with

dominating enhanced spin paramagnetism. The calculated

values of the density of states at the Fermi level and PM

susceptibility exhibit a strong dependence on the structural

parameters, such as the unit cell volume Vcell and especially

the height Z X of chalcogen species from the Fe plane.

With appropriate values of these parameters a reasonable

agreement between calculated and experimental values of χ

6
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at ambient pressure could be obtained. Based on the results

of calculations, the puzzling experimental pressure effect on

χ for FeTe can be represented as a sum of two large in

magnitude and competing contributions, resulted from the

pressure dependence of the structural parameters Vcell and Z X ,

the latter determining the dominant positive contribution.

The obtained results point out that the itinerant magnetism

approach is relevant to describe the PM phase of FeTe, as

well as of the related FeSe compound [21]. However, due

to the apparently more localized nature of the 3d states,

these results have to be thoroughly verified by other methods,

and compared with experimental data. Specifically, more

rigorous calculations of χ are required for FeTe, which

would take into account disordered local magnetic moments

above the magnetic transition temperature. In particular, the

recently employed ab initio DLM (disordered local moments)

approach [33, 43] seems very promising to shed more light on

the nature of magnetism in the FeTe compound.
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